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Stepping away from the standard, we 
introduce our new Bohemia range, 
a stunning combination of our most 
popular design classics with the 
introduction of new contemporary 
colours and complimentary hardware.

This fusion of colour and modern, robust 
furniture brings an avant garde feel to the 
new range, whilst retaining the security 
and energy efficiency benefits of our 
engineered GRP composite door.

The Bohemia range is manufactured 
to the highest quality standards in 
accordance with PAS23 and PAS24 
weather and security performance 
standards.  We are so confident in the 
quality of our doors that each one comes 
with a 10 year manufacturers guarantee, 
giving you that much needed peace of 
mind that your new door will look as 
good in years to come as it does the day it 
is supplied.

Welcome 
to the world of

BOHEMIA



This contemporary design incorporates 
German engineered furniture, which 
is modern, eye catching, practical and 
functional and the door also features 
a state of the art automatic locking 
system, unique to the Bohemia range.

When closing the door, 2 solid anti-
push back hooks automatically operate 
to achieve instant security. 

Cottage Four – 
Stone
with patterned glass

The eclipse is a new design brought into 
the already well established range of 
our cottage doors. This contemporary 
addition will certainly make a striking 
statement of individuality to any home.

Incorporating an automatic multi-point 
locking system, which operates a slam 
lock as soon as the door is closed, means 
that it is no longer necessary to lift the 
handle to engage the hook locking 
mechanism. 

Composite Eclipse –  
Damask Red
with Brilliance twin glazing



Inspired by the style of Charles Rennie 
Mackintosh, this exclusive design is colour 
matched utilising bevel and resin technology 
to provide a truly unique option, available 
only within this range.

Designed exclusively for the Bohemia range and utilising 
colour match technology, this bespoke glazing option has been 
thoughtfully designed and skillfully crafted to bring a fresh and 
unique look to the very popular composite half moon design. 

Composite Half Moon -
Sage
with exclusive coloured ‘Moravia’ glazing

Cottage Rectangle - 
Tarn Blue
with coloured ‘Saxony’ glazing



Composite Half - 
Slate Grey

One of our most popular door 
styles with our very own distinctive 
Bohemian twist! The Composite Four 
with its rich purple tone showcases a 
dazzling fusion of multifacted jewels, 
cut textured glass pieces and hand 
bevelled glass which sparkle and 
shimmer with the changing light.

A great choice for a front or back door, 
the Composite Half will flood your 
entrance with light. The contemporary 
glazing, exclusive to the Bohemia 
range, gives the perfect blend of linear 
and geometrical design providing 
an instant impact to create a tasteful 
personal statement.

Composite Four - 
Heather

with ‘Bavaria’ glazing

with ‘abstract’ triple glazing
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A Kaleidoscope of Colour 
Options for the Door and Frame

AV-2 Auto
Locking System

Door Furniture
Karcher Hardware

The Bohemia range is designed to make the entrance of your home tastefully 
stand out from the crowd.

With this in mind, the range introduces six new colour options,  
available for both the door and frame:
	 •	Tarn	Blue
	 •	Sage	Green
	 •	Slate	Grey
	 •	Stone
	 •	Heather
	 •	Damask	Red

Dont let us stop you there though,  
the colour choice is endless.  
Ask and we can deliver!

The automatic multi-point locking system operates as a slam lock and locks 
automatically as soon as the door is closed.

Closing the door behind you as soon as you enter a dwelling gives full security and 
reduces the risk of anyone trying to enter immediately behind you.

	 •	High	security	2	hooks	and	deadbolt
	 •		Mechanical	sprung	loaded	steel	hooks	automatically	throw	when	the	 

door closes
	 •	Suitable	for	both	front	and	back	doors
	 •	Tested	in	accordance	with	PAS23/24

Comes as standard with all ‘pull handle’ furniture.

A choice of  quality handles available as  
lever/lever	or	lever/pad	and	incorporating	high	
security cylinders, with cylinder guards, are fitted 
as standard to all doors in the Bohemia range.

A whole range of door knockers and numerals 
are available in a variety of colours.

Spyholes, door guards and safety chains are also 
available for the Bohemia range. 

Complete the Bohemia look and make 
your door stand out with the new 
Karcher furniture. Choose from various 
designs and styles that make a stylish, 
contemporary difference.

Each ‘pull’ handle design comes 
complete with the AV-2 auto system 
and stylish stainless steel door knob  
to the interior.    
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upgrade your door furniture
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